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It might be instructive to use motoring-related analogies when thinking about biomedical start-ups – for instance,
the wheel, the hub (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bicycle_wheel#Hub), and the four spokes
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spoke) of the wheel. Dr. Ting Choon Meng
(http://www.smu.edu.sg/institutes/IIE/About%20IIE/bio_DrTingCM.asp), CEO of HealthStats Singapore, gave this
unusual piece of advice at an event hosted by SMU's Institute of Innovation and Entrepreneurship
(http://www.smu.edu.sg/institutes/IIE/About%20IIE/Overview.asp), where he is a board member.
A serial inventor of medical devices, Ting said it is important entrepreneurs figure out what they want their business
to be. “What you put in the hub is actually most important.” An obvious response is money, of course. But money,
he added, is better thought of as an effect that comes with putting the right mix of things into the hub.
Business model versus great idea
For biomedical start-ups, the first spoke is intellectual property, Ting said. Although it is crucial that companies think
about their intellectual property strategy, “the last thing that you should do is to run to a patent attorney”.
Instead of rushing to file patents, companies need to decide on the strategy that they want to develop. To do that,
Ting says to start from the end. "Even before you’ve got a product, start from the business model and say: What is
my business model? Am I selling? Am I renting? Am I giving a service or am I combining with somebody else to
make something else?"
Settle on the business plan and then work backwards to decide whether you should file for a patent, he advised.
Some parts of companies’ work should not be filed, some should be kept as trade secrets, some used for branding,
and some used as open source. “There are so many choices. So you do not have to spend all the time filing,” he
added.
To drive home his point, Ting talked about the experiences of a friend – an inventor. This person held a patent for a
mould that can be used in cardiothoracic surgeries. As the mould works with the patient's own tissue and linings, the
likelihood of rejection is mitigated.
This useful yet inexpensive technology was deployed to help patients in third-world countries who, otherwise, would
suffer blood-clotting problems. Though the design has been a boon to patients around the world, the inventor made
little money from it. The problem, Ting said, was that the mould was made from materials that cost only 50 cents.
"No money was made out of it because there was no business strategy from the beginning. He started off with that
and then he realized what he made was just a mould. (It) solved a great problem, (but there was) no business
model,” he said, adding that the patent was left completely open at the end.
Managing money and people
The second spoke is funding. Ting noted that the world’s first intellectual property exchange was recently launched
in Tianjin, China. Just like a stock exchange, start-ups are able to list their intellectual property assets on the
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market to raise capital and to trade.
This might be a better solution than seeking funding from so-called angel investors, Ting said, noting that angel
investors often get a significant equity stake in start-ups they invest in, which could result in a loss of motivation
for the founders.
Thanks to the intellectual property exchange in China, start-ups can now securitize their intellectual assets, raise
money for working capital and subsequently buy back their shares from investors when their companies take off.
This allows the company founders to retain their equity stakes in the long term.
The third spoke is teamwork, and to this end, Ting's advice is to let people do what they are good at. Not many
people can be an inventor, businessperson and salesperson all rolled into one, he said.
"If you’re the front guy, look for the guy at the back. If you’re the back guy that does the work, you need the front
guy to be able to talk to the world. You need a complementary team, and it is not easy."
Ting recounted a time when another friend had spoken to him about setting up a business in pain-relief devices.
Interesting as it sounded, Ting admitted to his friend that he was no business expert; that it would be better to
assemble a team of ambitious young business-oriented people who want to work with a good product to kick-start
their careers.
“Just because you’re an inventor does not mean that you’ll end up running a business, showing profits. If it’s not
your forte, you’ll short-change the company,” he said.
Another consideration is whether to hire people with bigger brains or bigger hearts. “People without hearts; when
the ship is a little bit rocky, they will jump ship,” Ting opined. “People with a heart stay with you when it gets
rocky… these are the people you want to have because the rest can be learned."
"You cannot teach someone to have a good heart,” he added.
Know the rules
Lastly, a biomedical entrepreneur needs to be very familiar with regulatory issues. “If you’re not prepared for
regulatory (issues) until the last part when you’ve finished your device, you may be in for a rude shock,” Ting said of
this last spoke. He urged the audience to consider regulatory issues early and carefully too, as they can impact
everything else.
Finally, companies need to give equal attention to all the spokes – else the wheels will not run smoothly, he said.
And once the spokes are in order, think about marketing too: Do not wait for the market to come round to you.
On a more personal note, Ting concluded with a broad piece of advice: Be self-critical towards your business and
products "because if you don't, somebody else will'. Ask yourself how the product might break and begin to look for
fixes, he added. Start-ups need a lot of luck, but "sometimes, things will work out or not work out… regardless of
what you do," he said – so be unafraid of looking foolish.
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